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WHS Regulations submission coversheet
Section 1: Submission details
Full name

GROCOCK, BRETT ARTHUR

Organisation and
position (if applicable)

MINE SURVEY PLUS, MANAGING DIRECTOR & PRINCIPLE MINE
SURVEYOR

Email
Telephone
Employment status
(if applicable)

Worker
Employer
Self-employed

Principal contractor
Contractor
OSH professional

Other (enter details)
Size of workplace

Small (0-9)

Please indicate in what
capacity you are making
this submission (select
one of the following
categories)

Individual
Business
Community organisation
Employer organisation

Medium (20-199)

Large (200+)

Industry representative
Academic
Government representative
Professional

Other (enter details)
Which industry sector
do you operate in?

MINING (Survey)

Your type of job or
business (if applicable)

MINE SURVEYING
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Section 1: Permission details
Internet publication

Public submissions may be published in full on the website,
including any personal information of authors and/or other third
parties contained in the submission.
Please tick this box if you wish for your input to remain confidential
(that is, you do not consent to having your input published on the
internet)
Anonymity
Please tick this box if you wish for your input to be treated as
anonymous (that is, you do not consent to having your name, or
the name of your organisation, published on the internet with your
input)
Third party personal information
Please tick this box if your input contains personal information
of third party individuals, and strike out the statement that is not
applicable in the following sentence:
The third party consents / does not consent to the publication
of their information.
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WHS Regulations submission comments

Enter your comments on specific regulations in the table below. You may add new
rows at the end of the table if you wish to include comments on other aspects of the
national model WHS regulations.
When making your submission, please consider providing specific responses to the
following issue:
1. What is the benefit to workplace participants of a proposal?
2. What is the likely cost for you, your business and the Regulator to implement a
specific proposal?
3. Is a specific recommendation likely to be effective in achieving healthier and
safer workplaces?
4. Are there any unintended consequences of adopting individual regulations in the
model WHS regulations?
5. If a new requirement is proposed by the model WHS regulations, what are the
costs and benefits?
This template can be used for providing your views concerning:
•

National Model Work Health and Safety Regulations

•

Demolition licensing under the OSH regulations

•

Commercial driver fatigue under the OSH regulations

•

Protection from tobacco smoke under the OSH regulations

•

Proposed deletions in Western Australia to remove overlap with the Dangerous
Goods Safety Act 2004

Section 2: Feedback
Track-changed document submission

Which consultation
document(s) are you
providing feedback
on?

Differences between the national model WHS regulations and the
OSH regulations 1996
Consultation document WHS (Mines) Regulations for WA
Consultation document WHS (Petroleum and Geothermal Energy
Operations) Regulations for WA
Proposed deletions in WA to remove overlap with the Dangerous
Goods Safety Act 2004
Commercial vehicle drivers: Hours of work – Work Health and
Safety Regulations for WA
Protection from tobacco smoke – Work Health and Safety
Regulations for WA
Demolition work: Licence – Work Health and Safety Regulations
for WA
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Number of pages in
your submission
Does this submission contain a track-changed version of the
draft proposal?

Yes

No

If yes, submit as a Microsoft Word compatible document (*.docx)
General comments
Firstly, I appreciate the opportunity to be able to add comments on the proposed changes.
Removal of the Mine Survey Board, as the body that oversees the determination of competent
surveyors, is opening a portal to a environment where mine surveyors appointed by Site Senior
Executives will not have the competency to deliver a sound spatial data set for use in emergencies,
mine planning, economic recovery and for future generations.
As Kenner said in his report to government in 2009
“Mine surveying is a specialised and important profession, which discharges
important responsibilities in a hazardous industry. In my view, there should
accordingly, be a rigorous assessment process, to satisfactorily examine the
qualifications and experience of candidates seeking to practise in the industry”
Section 1246, page 277 ‐ Review of the Mine Safety and Inspection Act 1994 by commissioner S J
Kenner 2009

My question to the regulators is, “What has changed?”

On the bright side, these changes will allow for improvement in the standards of the mine surveying
profession through the introduction of CPD, higher standard in survey control and better practises.
Please refer to the attached document from our submission in 2016 to Marsden Jacobs and includes a
survey of 130 practising mine surveyors.
Updating the Mine Survey Code of practise would certainly be of benefit to the industry, as would
frequent reference in the regulation for mine surveyors to adhere to it.
Having DMIRS auditing mine surveyors would additionally lift the quality of the industry.
The net cost of retaining better quality mine surveyors (through certification, CPD, DMIRS auditing)
would be surveyors who better utilise technology to deliver a higher quality product more efficiently,
there by ultimately saving mining companies money.
From my perspective as a business owner, having to send my staff to conferences/CPD is certainly a
cost, but I prefer to consider it an investment in our workforce.
In conclusion, doing away with a statutory certification for mine surveyors would lead to a lower quality
of mine surveyor who is not well versed in the statutory requirements and the practise of mine
surveying.
Kind regards
Brett Grocock
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Detailed comments
If commenting on specific content, you may wish to use the table below.
Reference to specific
model WHS / OSH reg no.

Comment

M78 Connecting Workings

Can only be achieved with surveyors that have a sound understanding of
control networks. Lowering the standard of mine surveyors will increase
the chances of unplanned breakthroughs, not only in a converging
situation, but also when drives are horizontally and vertically separated

M99, 3 A and M99, 4 A

Emergency plans are a product of a mine survey department with
appropriately trained and experienced staff. Removal of the Mine Survey
Board will degrade the quality of Mine Surveyors producing these plans
as it is a requirement of becoming an authorised mine surveyor to show
competency in producing such plans.

M132

This is less prescriptive than the old regs, would be good to see a
reference here to the Mine Survey Code of Practise
On top of this, as per the survey of mine surveyors carried out in 2006,
mine surveyors want to see more interaction/auditing from DMIRS.
Auditing of mine sites. If this was done regularly, this would increase
compliance with the code of practise and lift the standard of mine
surveying in WA.
Would also be great to see full digital data submitted in relation to mine
plans. Currently paper plans do not capture in high enough fidelity the
mine workings.
The provision of 1:5000 is a basic and very low standard of survey
requirement. It should be improved to 1:10000 at least.

M134 Survey plans to be
provided

There is no regular requirement to submit plans. The currency of spatial
data is critical. Failure to submit mine plans on regular basis will result in
incomplete, or no plans submitted at completion of mining. I would like to
see plans submitted every two years, with a submission fee in place to
help pay for the administration of mine surveyors by the Land Survey
Licensing Board

Other

As per the survey in 2016, Mine surveyors want to see the time
increased for open pit surveyors to become authorised. With the right
mentoring (a guide included in the code of practise perhaps) this would
see the quality of mine surveyors improve.
For CPD requirements, current members of AIMS can already have
conferences, training, industry involvement assessed for CPD. LSLB also
has a CPD process in place. Both of these organisations adhere to
industry best practise in assigning CPD points.
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Response to Marsden Jacob Associates
regarding the proposed Work Health
Safety (Resources and Major Hazards) Act
on behalf of the Western Australian Mine
Survey Industry

Mine Survey Industry Response Committee – Marsden Jacobs Associates Work Health Safety (Resources and Major Hazards) Act
8th September 2016

Introduction
This submission to Marsden Jacob Associates regarding the proposed Work Health Safety (Resources
and Major Hazards) Act is made on behalf of the Western Australian Mine Survey industry. It
specifically addresses concerns relating to reduced safety oversight as a result of proposed changes to
the Mines Safety & Inspection Act ‐ Part 7 Division 3 – Plans & records.
Background
On the 27th of May 2016, a group of 18 mine surveyors met to discuss the proposed changes to the
Mine Safety and Inspection Act 1994 with the Department of Mines and Petroleum (DMP) providing
a presentation on the proposed changes.
Industry Viewpoint
A committee of 11 Mine Survey industry representatives was formed (the Mine Survey Industry
Response Committee (MSIRC)) that represents public and private sectors, academia, various
commodities and mining methods. The committee identified key points to take to the Mine Survey
community for discussion.
An on‐line survey was commissioned and disseminated to the wider Mine Survey community to
determine viewpoints on the major issues raised. The survey was well received, with 130 valid
submissions (Appendix 1)
An industry information day was convened for the 19th of August at North Metropolitan TAFE to
discuss the survey findings and proposed changes. Attendance included 80 Western Australian Mine
Survey industry representatives, as well as Anil Atri from the DMP, and senior representatives from
the professional organisations that propose to represent mine surveyors in Western Australia1.
On the 7th of September 2016, the MSIRC met to formulate a response to Marsden Jacob Associates
and to the DMP, the result of which can be found below.
Industry Response to the proposed Work Health Safety (Resources and Major Hazards) Act
The MSIRC who are considered to be representative of the Western Australian Mine Survey industry
REJECT the proposal to abandon the Mine Survey Board (MSB) and other associated measures. The
MSIRC considers the role of the MSB significant in the protection of mine survey standards and
subsequent mine safety standards because;
1) Decreasing government oversight with respect to surveyor competencies will compromise the
accuracy and integrity of mine excavation records
2) Technical competency checks underpins the appointed person process for the Mine Manager.
Via a show of hands of the 80 participants at the industry day, the following was clear;





That an authorisation process should continue and be defined as such in the regulations.
The Authorisation Mine Surveyors should remain with the DMP and a registry of Authorised Mine
Surveyors maintained.
The MSB should be maintained to provide a unified authorisation process and oversee industry
mine surveying standards and the Code of Practice (Mine Surveying).
Following from above discussions, the view of the participants was that the selection of a person
who should be authorised to act as an Authorised Mine Surveyor on a mine site should not be left

1

AIMS – Australian Institute of Mine Surveyors, SSSI – Surveying & Spatial Sciences Institute, WAIS – Western
Australian Institute of Surveying
Mine Survey Industry Response Committee – Marsden Jacobs Associates Work Health Safety (Resources and Major Hazards) Act
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to the Senior Site Executive or other company management in the first instance. Participants felt
that non‐mine surveyors would not have the necessary experience or knowledge to make
informed decisions.
Additionally the results of the survey (130 valid responses) from the Western Australian Mine Survey
industry is clear;










90% of respondents want a continued certification process greater than or equivalent to what is
currently in place
77% want to see a system of Continued Professional Development installed
90% would contribute to the cost of maintain their authorisation
87% want to see mutual recognition maintain between WA, QLD, NSW
92% of respondents believe they make a positive contribution to mine safety
63% believe they make a contribution to mine safety the site beyond their production role
77% believe they are supported by mine management to execute their statutory responsibilities
84% believe this support would erode in deregulated environment
80% want to see the DMP increase their interaction with Mine Surveyors

“Mine surveying is a specialised and important profession, which discharges
important responsibilities in a hazardous industry. In my view, there should
accordingly, be a rigorous assessment process, to satisfactorily examine the
qualifications and experience of candidates seeking to practise in the industry”

Section 1246, page 277 ‐ Review of the Mine Safety and Inspection Act 1994 by commissioner S J Kenner 2009

The MSIRC asks “what has changed since the Kenner Report in 2009 and today?” It is the MSIRC’s
opinion that nothing has changed sine 2009 in terms of the importance of competency oversight with
regard to Mine Surveyors.
The MSIRC is fully supportive of these industry recommendations and is actively pursuing mechanisms
that will aid the DMP in the implementation of the aforementioned improvements to the profession
and subsequently mine safety for all.
The MSIRC is willing to continue to work with the relevant organisations associated with this process
and assist in disseminating information through our extensive network of industry contacts.
Sincerely,

Brett Grocock
On behalf of the MSIRC members listed below
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Anthony Ricciardi – Mine Surveyor LAND SURVEYS – aricciardi@landsurveys.net.au
Brendon McCormack ‐ Survey Manager BGC ‐ bmccormack@bgc.cc
Brett Grocock – Mining Services Manager LAND SURVEYS – bgrocock@landsurveys.net.au
Martin Robinson – Lecturer CENTRAL TAFE – martin.robinson@central.wa.edu.au
Paul Craine ‐ Superintendent Mine Survey RIO TINTO – Paul.craine@riotinto.com
Shane Watson – AIMS Director, Senior Mine Surveyor NEWMONT BODDINGTON – Shane.Watson@Newmont.com
Stephen Rowles – Senior Mine Surveyor IGO – Stephen.rowles@igo.com.au
Todd Hooper – Senior Mine Surveyor METALS X – todd.hooper@metalsx.com.au
Tony Snow – SSSI & WALSB Director, Lecturer CURTIN UNIVERSITY ‐ t.snow@curtin.edu.au
Rick Steven – Survey Superintendent ST IVES – Rick.Steven@goldfields.com.au
Don Abbey – WAIS President, Senior Surveyor WOODSIDE ENERGY ‐ Don.Abbey@woodside.com.au

Figure 1 ‐ 53 of the 80 survey industry representatives that attended mine survey industry day on the 19th August 2016
(photo taken prior to the start of proceedings)
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Appendix 1 – Results of Industry Survey
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